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What Is A Fire Extinguisher?

Types Of Fire Extinguishers

Fire extinguishers are used to extinguish or control
small fires. They are not meant to fight large or
growing fires. Only attempt to fight a fire if the flames
are shorter than you, and if the flames are contained
in a small space.

Carbon Dioxide
CO2 extinguishes fire by displacing oxygen. They are
referred to as clean agents because they do not leave
any residue after discharge.

There are two types of fire extinguishers: those with
internal stored pressure and those where a cartridge
system is used to deliver pressure.
Both variants work on the basic principle, when
activated the extinguishing agent is released in a
rapid burst, removing any of the three basic elements
needed for combustion—oxygen, heat or fuel.
Portable fire extinguishers can be carried by a person
to the fire and are widely used in buildings. Mobile
units are significantly larger and mounted on a trolley
with wheels. They are used for Industrial and outdoor
applications.

Why Do Buildings Have Fire Extinguishers?
The Building Code of Australia volume 1 parts EP1.2,
E1.6 and H3.11 detail the mandatory requirement for
fire extinguishers to be provided in various classes of
buildings.

Types Of Fire Fuel
Fuels are divided into six classes. This method
of categorising fuels into classes assists you to
identify of the type of extinguishing agent required to
extinguish a particular class of fire.

Foams
Applied to fuel fires as either an aspirated (mixed and
expanded with air in a branch pipe) or nonaspirated
form to create a frothy blanket or seal over the fuel,
preventing oxygen reaching it.
Water
Cools burning material, very effective against fires in
furniture, fabrics, etc. Can be safely used only in the
absence of electricity.
Wet Chemical
Wet chemical extinguishes the fire by forming an
air-excluding soapy foam blanket over the burning oil.
Manufacturing specifications for fire extinguishers are
set out in Australian Standard AS/NZS1841 parts 1
to 8. All fire extinguishers must be painted signal red.
Each extinguisher has a coloured band near the top,
except water.

Type

Band Colour

Suitable
Fire Class

Carbon Dioxide

Black

B&E

Dry Chemical

White

A, B, C & E

Class C Flammable gases.

Dry Powder
(metal fires)

Lime Green

Class D Flammable metals.

Foam

Ultramarine Blue

Class E Electrically energised equipment.

Water

Signal Red

Class F Cooking oil and fats (kitchen fires).

Wet Chemical

Oatmeal

Vaporising Liquid

Golden Yellow

Class A Combustible materials.
Class B Flammable liquids.

2

Dry Chemical Powder
This is a powder-based agent that extinguishes by
separating the three elements of fire. It prevents the
chemical reactions involving heat, fuel, and oxygen
(combustion).

D
A&B
A
A&F
A, B, C & E

Using the wrong extinguisher can put your life in danger
and make the fire worse. Check the letters and pictures
on your extinguisher to find out what types of fire it is
suitable for. If you’re in doubt about attacking a fire,
leave it and move to safety.

Fire Extinguishers

Fire Extinguisher Ratings
Australian Standard AS/NZS1850 Portable fire
extinguishers - Classification, rating and performance
testing sets out test methods to rate product
performance.
The standard classifies extinguishers according
to the general classes of fires for which they are
suitable. Tests for fire classes A, B, C, D, E and F
are included.
Where an extinguisher is classified with more than
one letter, it means it is effective on more than one
type of fire, e.g. 2A:30B:E extinguisher, could be
used on a Type A fire, or a B fire, or a type E fire.
The number in front of the letter is used to compare
the performance of extinguishers. For class A fires
the numbers range from 1 to 10, for class B they
are from 2 to 80, and for class F, they go from 1
to 4. Except for water extinguishers, all the other
extinguishers can put out more than one type of fire.

Where Should Fire Extinguishers Be Located?

Maintenance, Inspection & Testing

Australian Standard AS2444 specifies the criteria
for the selection of portable fire extinguishers and
the requirements for their application, location and
distribution.

Western Australia’s building legislation requires
owners of Class 2 to Class 9 buildings (which includes
residential apartments) to ensure the building’s
firefighting services and equipment are maintained.
This is to ensure that safety systems remain capable
of performing to a standard not less than they were
originally required and commissioned to achieve.

There are no simple rules to follow because each
building is different, both in its layout, and fire risks.
The hazards must be assessed and rated either light,
ordinary or high. The class of fire, hazard rating and
the extinguisher performance rating are matrixed to
provide travel distance from the extinguisher to the
hazard and the maximum floor area to be covered by
each extinguisher.

How Do I Operate A Fire Extinguisher?
There are 4 steps to operating a Fire Extinguisher;
The easiest way to remember this is PASS.

There is a financial penalty for noncompliance with
the building legislation.
The Building Commission considers the adoption of
Australian Standard AS1851-2012 Routine service
of fire protection systems and equipment as good
practice and a means for owners to ensure fire
safety measures are serviced at regular frequencies
to demonstrate suitable operation, and rectified
or repaired if necessary to meet their regulatory
obligation on maintenance.
AS1851 requires fire extinguishers to be inspected
every six months. There are additional inspection and
test checklists required to be undertaken yearly and
five yearly.
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Design

Installation

Service &
Maintenance

Emergency Call Out

Fire Safety Training

We design solutions,
tailored to your
building.

Our installation
teams are focused
on delivering on
time and on
budget projects.

We offer regular
servicing and
maintenance to
ensure that your
systems are
working at their
optimum level.

The Emergency Call
Out Service ensures
that you are covered
24 hours, 7 days a
week for fault and
emergency.

We deliver training
courses to ensure
your team has the
knowledge to act
competently during
an emergency.

The information provided in this document is general in nature, every installation is different and requires site specific professional guidance. Westside Fire Services assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions
in the content of this document. The information contained in this document is provided on an “as is” basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness or timeliness.

FREE advice and site inspections.
Contact us now for assistance with your next project or to learn more about our solutions.
Visit us at
Unit 1/7 Montgomery Way, Malaga, WA 6090

Email us at
inquiries@westside.com.au

Mail us at
PO Box 2326 Malaga, WA 6944

24 hour support
9248 4824

westside.com.au

